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Abstract This study analyzes earthquake recordings from four near‐source (<10 km) stations near Fox
Creek, Alberta, a region known for hydraulic fracturing‐induced seismicity. We examine the spatiotemporal
variations of focal mechanisms and seismic anisotropy in the sedimentary strata. The focal mechanisms
of surrounding earthquake swarms are generally consistent with the strike‐slip mechanism of the ML 4.6
earthquake, favoring a ﬂower type of fault structure. The NE‐SW‐orientated fast splitting direction,
determined from the shear wave splitting measurements, reﬂects the combined effects of (1) N‐S faults and
(2) NE‐SW time‐dependent hydraulically stimulated fractures. The latter effect dominates the apparent
anisotropy during the days leading to the mainshock, while its contributions are reduced by 60–70% after the
mainshock. Loss of ﬂuid into the fault damage zone, which causes the closure of fractures, is responsible for
the observed spatiotemporal variation of seismic anisotropy near the hydraulic fracturing well.

Plain Language Summary

The classic method that measures the travel time and polarization
differences between two polarized shear waves, known as “shear wave splitting,” is widely used to
determine directional‐dependent seismic wave speeds (i.e., anisotropy) at both global and exploration scales.
This study takes advantage of industry data to measure and characterize the seismic anisotropy surrounding
a hydraulic fracturing well near Fox Creek, Alberta. We analyze the induced seismicity and examine the
earthquake source types and anisotropy in the sedimentary strata. The source mechanism conﬁrms the
previously reported N‐S striking, ﬂower‐type fault system. The decreasing seismic anisotropy over time is
most likely caused by the closures of hydraulic fractures surrounding the hydraulic fracturing well. This
result is critical to the understanding of local seismic anisotropy, for both regulatory agencies and
the industry.

1. Introduction
The Alberta basin has experienced increased levels of induced earthquakes associated with hydraulic
fracturing (HF) stimulation in recent years (Atkinson et al., 2016; Schultz et al., 2018), most notably
within the Duvernay Formation (the largest shale gas formation in central Alberta) near the town of
Fox Creek, Alberta (Bao & Eaton, 2016; Schultz et al., 2017). One likely triggering mechanism is ﬂuid
migration along the fault damage zone (Galloway et al., 2018) via existing hydrological connections
between the HF networks and macroscopic faults (Ellsworth, 2013; Grigoli et al., 2018; Langenbruch &
Zoback, 2016). The strike‐slip focal mechanisms of the HF‐induced earthquakes (Figure 1) in central‐
southern Alberta have direct implications for the sizes and orientations of reactivated fault zones, and
seismic moment tensors of regional earthquakes show approximately NE‐oriented P axes (Schultz et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2016, 2018).
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The presence of aligned fractures or faults can result in seismic anisotropy (Faccenda et al., 2008; Savage,
1999; Silver & Chan, 1991), which has been widely used to infer the subsurface stress ﬁeld and crustal
geology (Kaneshima, 1990; Licciardi et al., 2018). One of the classic methods to detect seismic anisotropy
is shear wave splitting, which measures the travel time and polarization differences between fast and slow
S waves in an anisotropic medium. Previous studies conducted in Alberta consistently reported the existence of azimuthal anisotropy in western Canada at lithospheric depths: The upper‐mantle anisotropy is
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Figure 1. Distribution of the stations (triangles) and earthquakes (red circles) in the study region near Fox Creek, Alberta.
The blue arrow indicates the current direction and rate of plate motion. The focal mechanisms are grouped into
tectonic (green) and HF‐induced (orange) earthquakes. Crustal stress orientations obtained from borehole breakouts
(Barth et al., 2010) are indicated by the brown‐colored lines. The pink circles within the dotted rectangle indicate the
induced earthquakes in January 2016.

mostly aligned along an NE‐SW orientation according to SKS splitting measurements from teleseismic
arrivals, which is roughly parallel to the direction of absolute plate motion (Courtier et al., 2010;
Saruwatari et al., 2001; Shragge et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2019). Crustal anisotropy, on the other hand, is
usually stress‐ (Crampin, 1991; Gavin & Lumley, 2016) or structure‐induced (Licciardi et al., 2018;
Meadows & Winterstein, 1994), especially in the upper crust (Balfour et al., 2012; Tarayoun et al.,
2017). At local scales, anisotropy can result from the preferential opening of microscale, ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures under the maximum horizontal compressive stress (Crampin, 1987; Kaneshima et al., 1988) and
deformation‐induced, crystal‐preferred orientation along preexisting faults or folds (Eken et al., 2013;
Licciardi et al., 2018). Typically, rock formations of the crust are assumed to be transversely isotropic
for long‐wavelength seismic waves in anisotropy analyses. Whether this simple form of crustal seismic
anisotropy applies to the Duvernay play remains unsolved due to the relatively sparse broadband station
coverage and limited public access to 3‐D seismic data. Temporal and spatial variations of seismic
anisotropy have been reported near the epicenter of a natural earthquake (Kaviris et al., 2017; Peng &
Ben‐Zion, 2005). Our focus is the region surrounding a seismogenic HF well (Figure 1) near Fox
Creek, Alberta, based on (1) the focal mechanisms and (2) shear wave splitting measurements using
continuous waveforms from an ML 4.6 (Mw 4.1, January 2016) earthquake sequence recorded by four
near‐source (<10 km) stations.
LI ET AL.
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2. Data and Methods
Triggered by HF stimulations, hundreds of earthquakes have been detected on the reactivated faults near
Fox Creek since 2013 (Bao & Eaton, 2016). For the ML 4.6 mainshock (the largest magnitude event in the
sequence) on 12 January 2016, over 400 events within 3 weeks were identiﬁed by Wang et al. (2017) surrounding the suspected HF well (Figure 1). This event was also known as the second “red‐light” earthquake
(“trafﬁc‐light” protocol; Subsurface Order 2, Alberta Energy Regulator). To assess the robustness and time‐
sensitive variations in earthquake faulting parameters, we focus on the detected events from 4 to 19 January
2016 and use S‐P differential travel times to verify the relative event‐station locations (and distances).
Subsequently, we combine the nearby events in the magnitude range of 0.6 < ML < 2.0 into clusters and
select two stimulated clusters (HF1 and HF2) during the HF stimulation and two poststimulation clusters
(POST1 and POST2) (see Text S1.1 in the supporting information). The distances of these four clusters are
less than 0.9 km to the mainshock and 0.4 km to the nearby HF well. The number of collocated events in
each cluster ranges from 7 to 10, and all events within each cluster share a high degree of waveform similarity (correlation coefﬁcient > 0.8). The HF1 and HF2 clusters occurred during the HF stimulation and prior to
the mainshock, whereas the clusters POST1 and POST2 were detected after the last stage of the HF (see
Figure S3 for the time span of the clusters).
Recent studies show that most of the induced seismicity in central Alberta is dominated by strike‐slip/thrust
faulting mechanisms, whereas limited nondouble‐couple components are related to ﬂuid injection (Eaton
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). To assess the spatiotemporal changes in faulting characteristics in our study,
the focal mechanism solutions were determined by fault‐related (double‐couple) mechanisms using P‐, SH‐,
and SV‐wave ﬁrst‐motion polarities and amplitude information (Snoke, 1984) from waveforms recorded at
four stations. The amplitudes are measured from the ﬁrst motions on the stacked displacement seismograms
in each cluster, and the polarities are determined from the rotated (vertical, radial, and transverse) three‐
component seismograms (see Text S1.2). For each event, we obtain at least 10 polarities and 5 amplitude
ratios, and the wide azimuthal distribution of the four stations provides robust ﬁrst‐order constraints on
the focal mechanisms.
We characterize anisotropy by shear wave splitting parameters that consist of the polarization of the fast S
wave Φ and the splitting time δt between the fast and slow S waves following the rotation correlation method
(Bowman & Ando, 1987; Long & Silver, 2009; see Text S1.3). This approach searches for the optimal
parameter Φ to maximize the waveform similarity between the two S waves and measures δt between them.
The step width of the grid search is 1.0° for Φ and 0.01 s for δt. The δt can be scaled to the path length to provide an estimate of the average anisotropy along the ray path (Silver & Chan, 1988). All of the seismograms
are band‐pass ﬁltered with corner frequencies of 2–6 Hz to emphasize the local S waves (Huang et al., 2011;
Saltzer et al., 2000). We only consider station‐event pairs with incidence angles <30° from the vertical to
eliminate spurious results with particle motions contaminated by surface‐converted phases (Booth &
Crampin, 1985). Consequently, we reject shear wave splitting measurements at the relatively distant station
(~10 km) WSK01 with an average incidence angle of 32°. The ﬁnal data set contains 32 events, resulting in 96
high‐quality source‐station pairs for the splitting analysis.

3. Focal Mechanism Solutions and Shear Wave Splitting Observations
3.1. Overall Results
The average focal mechanism of each event cluster is obtained from the polarities and amplitudes of
high‐frequency body waves recorded by the four stations (Figure 2a). To determine these parameters, all
waveforms are ﬁrst stacked for each cluster (Figure 2b). The fault plane solution of the ML 4.6 mainshock
shows a right‐lateral strike‐slip mechanism, consistent with that of the mainshock from an earlier regional
moment tensor inversion using low‐frequency waveforms (Schultz et al., 2017). The clusters HF1, HF2, and
POST1 share similar strike‐slip focal mechanisms (strike = 196° ± 3°, rake = 165° ± 5°) with dipping angles
>84°, whereas cluster POST2 exhibits a dominant oblique strike‐slip (strike = 204° ± 5°, rake = −153° ± 5°)
mechanism with minor normal‐faulting components (i.e., dipping angle of 51° ± 5°).
Most importantly, the faulting parameters (e.g., geometry and slip) of the four clusters do not exhibit apparent temporal variations. This implies that temporal changes in splitting measurements are mainly
LI ET AL.
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Figure 2. (a) Focal mechanism solutions of four clusters of earthquakes in January 2016. All possible focal nodal planes are indicated by the black lines, and
the P polarities (triangles, hexagons) and P and T axes (black and white dots, respectively) are as labeled. The horizontal slice of the reported curvature volume (see
Figure 17 in Chopra et al., 2017) provides the apparent distribution of faults at the basement level. (b) The stacked vertical‐, radial‐, and transverse‐component
recordings at each station for cluster HF1. The arrows indicate the polarities of P‐, SV‐, and SH‐waves.

inﬂuenced by the structural variations along the ray paths rather than the earthquake radiation patterns. We
subsequently determine the optimal pairs of Φ and δt for the representative splitting measurements based on
robust S waveforms from the input seismograms (Figure 3a). The fast and slow S waves are well‐aligned after
correcting the splitting effect, and their particle motion becomes linear (Figure 3b). These observations and
the energy map of T component with limited error (Figure 3c) are evidence of a well‐constrained splitting
measurement (Teanby et al., 2004). Figure 3d shows the average values with low error bounds (less than
18° and 0.015 s at the 95% conﬁdence level) for the apparent fast splitting directions and splitting times
for stations WSK02, WSK03, and WSK04.The δt varies from 0.01 to 0.07 s, which is comparable to those
expected from a typical anisotropic crust (i.e., δt ~ 0.1 s; Savage, 1999) at the depth range of 0–3.5 km.
Except at station WSK04, the NE‐SW fast splitting directions remain nearly unchanged after the
mainshock. Most notably, the splitting time measured from the near‐well cluster HF2 is on the order of
0.06 s. After the mainshock, there is a 60–70% reduction in δt (to 0.02 s) and deviates of ~25° in the fast
δt
splitting directions (to 10–12°) at this station. The average anisotropy ( n
, where di is the ray path
di
∑
i¼1 V Si
length within each layer and VSi is the corresponding S wave velocity) for cluster HF2 is 2–2.5%, which is
larger than the average anisotropy of 0.6–0.7% for cluster HF1 (see Figure 3d). At station WSK03, we
obtain null measurements from clusters HF1 and HF2 at the back azimuth of ~250°. This suggests that
the symmetry axis is likely parallel or normal to the back azimuth between station WSK03 and the two
clusters (Long & Silver, 2009).
3.2. Sensitivity Analysis
We compare the splitting‐corrected S wave polarization against the S wave initial polarization predicted
from the focal mechanism (e.g., Ando et al., 1983) and examine the robustness of splitting measurements.
Synthetic seismograms are calculated with well‐resolved focal mechanisms, which are constrained by
high‐quality waveforms from a wide azimuthal coverage (see Text S2) and a reﬁned regional velocity model
(Wang et al., 2017). The particle motion of synthetic S waves (the green line in Figures S9–S20) is linear,
LI ET AL.
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Figure 3. Shear wave splitting measurements. (a) The recorded seismograms of one event in HF2 cluster at WSK04 in the NEZ coordinate system (grey lines) and
the corresponding Q and T seismograms (colored lines). The corrected waveforms (after removing the split time differences between fast and slow polarizations) are
labeled as Qcorr and Tcorr. The optional time window of the shear wave splitting analysis is marked by the purple‐colored line and shaded area. (b) Particle
motion of the fast and slow S waves before (dotted blue line) and after (solid red line) the correction. The green line shows the S wave polarization predicted from
the synthetic waveforms. (c) Contour map of the energy of the corrected T component where the optimal splitting parameters are associated with the
minimum energy. The 95% conﬁdence interval is indicated by the cross area of yellow shading. (d) The splitting and null measurements at the three stations. The
vertical error bars denote standard deviations associated with the average results, and the horizontal error bars show the period of the four clusters.

consistent with the prediction from an isotropic input velocity model. The general consistency between the
predicted S wave polarization and the splitting‐corrected S wave polarization (the red line in Figures S9–S20)
veriﬁes the robustness of the focal mechanism solution and splitting measurements. As an example, the
predicted initial S wave polarization from the synthetic seismogram at station WSK04 (the green line in
Figure 3b) agrees with the splitting‐corrected S wave polarization from the observation (N‐S direction, the
red line in Figure 3b) to within 10°. Their difference is potentially caused by (1) nondouble‐couple
components (usually <20%) that are not included in the focal mechanism to generate the synthetic
waveforms, (2) the lack of a detailed sedimentary velocity model that affects the accuracy of the phase
arrivals, and (3) the inﬂuence of anisotropy on the radiation pattern of S wave and the focal mechanism
solution (Ben‐Menahem et al., 2007; Rößler et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the lack of detectable time delay
(<0.01 s) in these synthetic waveforms also indicates that the bulk of the observed split time (~0.06 s) is
associated with seismic anisotropy in the shallow crust.

4. Discussion
4.1. Stimulated Seismicity
A detailed examination of the solutions reveals two dominant focal mechanisms within the four clusters.
The clusters located west of the mainshock (i.e., HF1, HF2, and POST1) share a nearly pure N‐S strike‐slip
focal mechanism, whereas the eastern cluster (POST2) exhibits an apparent oblique slip on a nonvertical
fault plane. The spatial variation of focal mechanisms among different clusters is consistent with a ﬂower
type of fault structure proposed by previous studies (Chopra et al., 2017; Eaton et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2019). The P axes of our resolved focal mechanisms are aligned along the NE‐SW
LI ET AL.
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Figure 4. Interpretation of the two types of anisotropy. (a) Distribution of maximum crustal compressive stress directions based on borehole breakouts (Murray &
Schmitt, 2016) and focal mechanisms of regional earthquakes (Wang et al., 2017). The histogram of fault direction is extracted from the slice in Figure 2 with
the Standard Hough Transform (Ballard, 1981; Figure S21). The red lines show the best‐ﬁt Gaussian distributions of the histograms. (b) A 3‐D structural model with
faults and fractures in our study area. The major buried faults in this region are oriented roughly in an N‐S orientation, whereas the ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures
surrounding the horizontal well exhibit NE‐SW directions that are parallel to that of the maximum horizontal stress. The ray paths (green lines) are inﬂuenced by
the source‐station distance. (c) Anisotropy induced by the faults (brown lines) and ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures (blue lines) before (upper) and after (lower) the mainshock.
The contributions of fracture‐induced anisotropy are reduced (dotted rectangle) after the mainshock due to ﬂuid loss.

direction, also consistent with the orientation of regional maximum horizontal stress (with a median of
51°, Figure 4a).
It has been suggested that shear wave splitting is often controlled by nonuniform anisotropic properties in
regional crustal settings (Park & Levin, 2002; Saltzer et al., 2000). In our case, there are two possible causes
for shear wave splitting. First, crystal‐preferred orientations resulting from deformation along preexisting
regional geological structures, such as the small‐scale faults or folds (Li & Peng, 2017; Maher & Kendall,
2018), can inﬂuence the wavespeed (timing) of shear waves against polarization directions (Silver, 1996).
The approximately N‐S‐aligned normal faults exhibit Gaussian distributions with wide strike orientations
ranging from N50°W to N40°E (Figure 4a). Second, stress‐aligned ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures in the shale formation
(which are often associated with HF stimulation) can produce a fast splitting direction parallel to fracture
orientation (Anderson et al., 1974; Li et al., 2016; Nolte et al., 2017). These two types of anisotropy may be
distinguishable from their depths: The latter scenario with fractures aligned approximately with the NE‐
SW maximum horizontal stress (Figure 4a) may result in anisotropy in the vicinity of the HF (typically 3‐
to 4‐km depth for Duvernay around Fox Creek), whereas fault‐induced anisotropy could potentially extend
from the basement (considering the fault is deep‐seated) to the subsurface and affect the entire ray path.
Based on the relationships between the magnitude and rupture area (Wells & Coppersmith, 1994), a 1‐km
fault is sufﬁcient to produce ML 4.6 mainshock (Wang et al., 2018), and small‐scale faults with dimensions
of dozens of meters are capable of producing the ML = 0.6–2 events. Similarly, ﬁeld microseismic fracture
mapping has suggested that the half‐length of hydraulic fractures can reach up to 150 m in shale layers
(Fischer et al., 2008; Nagel et al., 2013), comparable to the wavelengths of 2‐ to 6‐Hz seismic waves in our
analyses. As measurements from HF1 correspond mostly at the earlier stage of the HF than those from
HF2, they likely have experienced greater effects from the ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures. Taking their overlapped path
geometries into consideration, the differences in anisotropy (by ~0.04 s) in this study mainly result from the
region around the source area (i.e., area between HF1 and HF2).
For far‐ﬁeld station WSK02, the δt from HF2 is slightly larger than that from HF1 (see Figure 3d) despite a
shorter distance between HF2 and the station. Furthermore, the differences (<0.01 s) between HF1 and HF2
from WSK02 are much smaller than those from WSK04, which are The spatial variationpartly caused by the
difference in the acute angle between the anisotropic symmetry axis and source‐station ray paths (i.e.,
LI ET AL.
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approximately normal and parallel to the direction of ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures for WSK02 and WSK04,
respectively). Observations of small δt toward the NW (WSK02) and large δt toward the SW (WSK04) are
not necessarily unexpected for an inclined fractured layer with an NW‐tilted slow symmetry axis (Ando
et al., 1983; Song & Kawakatsu, 2012). Since the immediate vicinity of HF represents only a small fraction
of the total S wave ray paths, its temporal changes in the strength of anisotropy is much greater than that
distributed along the entire ray paths (0.5–0.8% in WSK02 and 2–2.5 % in WSK04).

4.2. Poststimulation Seismicity
Our data show minimal variations in focal mechanism before and after the mainshock, indicating that
changes in apparent fast splitting direction or/and splitting time are predominantly due to changes in seismic anisotropy in the subsurface. As shown in Figure 3, the splitting measurements from clusters POST1 and
POST2 indicate a 60–70% reduction in seismic anisotropy after the mainshock, whereas the low δt (less than
0.02 s) is comparable to the measurements from HF1.
We suggest that, at the moment of rupture, a surrounding fault damage zone (Kim et al., 2004) is expected to
be around the main slip zone with numerous juxtaposed fractures or small‐scale faults in the cataclastic
shale formation (Billi et al., 2003; Huang, 2018). The width of the damage zone is inﬂuenced by fault
strength, lithology, diagenesis, and ﬂuids (Childs et al., 2009), and such a damage zone could potentially disrupt the hydraulic fractures in the immediate surrounding the HF well. Furthermore, the ruptured faults
may serve as conduits by which hydraulic ﬂuid escapes, resulting in the closure of ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures
(Gudmundsson et al., 2001). Fluid ﬂow‐back may have also contributed to the reduced anisotropy.
However, since the HF operations ceased immediately after the last stage of stimulation, the bulk of the
injected ﬂuid was retained underground after the stimulations and the effect of ﬂow‐back on the post‐event
ﬂuid loss may be secondary. In addition, strain changes caused by relatively large seismic events may alter
the velocities of the S waves in different strain directions. The increased S wave velocity parallel to the N‐S
compressive stress orientation (Zuo et al., 2018) can further contribute to the temporal variations in seismic
anisotropy. Overall, we conclude that the minimal splitting time measured from the poststimulation seismicity may reﬂect the increased complexity (i.e., ﬂuid loss) of faults and hydraulic fractures surrounding the
HF well. Therefore, the mainshock effectively recalibrated the seismic anisotropy and returned the subsurface to the less disturbed state (N‐S trending fault anisotropy) at the early stage of HF. This is evidenced by
the similar δt and Φ observed from POST1 and HF1 (Figure 3d) and further reduced anisotropy observed at a
much later stage from POST2.
In summary, the apparent spatiotemporal variation of anisotropy leads to a 3‐D conceptual model where the
faults and hydraulic fractures are present in the vicinity of the horizontal HF well (Figure 4b). We can
separate the apparent anisotropy into two components: (1) stationary component caused by the N‐S trending
faults and (2) a time‐dependent component caused by the NE‐SW ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures and was reduced after
the mainshock. Further insights could be gained from the spatiotemporal variations in these two
components (Figure 4c). It has been reported that the amount of anisotropy caused by HF in the
Duvernay shale can reach up to 30% in rock physical experiments (Ong et al., 2016). The thickness of the
total shale formation is over 90 m (Davis & Karlen, 2014) and, due to the nearly parallel emergence angle,
the range of anisotropy within the HF area is estimated to be 200–400 m, which accounts for 5–10% of the
lengths of ray paths. Although the depth and location of anisotropic layers are nonunique since δt represents
anisotropy over the entire ray paths, a back‐of‐the‐envelope calculation (see Text S3) would suggest that
ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures likely contribute to an average of 1.5–2% anisotropy, which represents about 70–80%
of the apparent anisotropy (i.e., 2–2.5%). The remaining parts are attributed to the faults/folds. Although
the observed splitting parameters are not simply a vector summation of the two contributing factors
(Silver & Savage, 1994), the apparent anisotropy likely falls within the acute angle between the NE‐SW fractures and near N‐S faults, as evidenced by the results at stations WSK02 and WSK04. After the mainshock,
most hydraulic fractures are closed (Figure 4c) due to the loss of ﬂuids to the fault damage zone, and
fracture‐induced anisotropy is greatly reduced (i.e., a shorter fracture vector in Figure S22), while the fault
contribution remains largely unchanged after the mainshock. Overall, the magnitude of the apparent anisotropy is reduced, and the fast splitting direction exhibits a counterclockwise rotation by ~25° toward the N‐S
direction in WSK04.

LI ET AL.
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It is conceivable that the damage zone may represent a “fracture mesh system” that complicates the
anisotropic structure near the shale gas development site (Figure 4b). This system could provide greater connectivity and additional channels for shale gas migration (Fisher et al., 2005; Jahandideh & Jafarpour, 2016).
A future study of time‐lapse analysis may offer further insights into the spatiotemporal variations in regional
anisotropy and the focal mechanisms associated with induced earthquakes.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents the focal mechanisms and local seismic anisotropy using near‐source recordings of the
January 2016 induced earthquake swarm near Fox Creek, Alberta. The predicted S wave polarization from
synthetic tests and splitting‐corrected S wave polarization verify the robustness of all the measurements. The
induced earthquakes during HF can be separated into two types of focal mechanisms: (1) those to the west of
the mainshock (HF1, HF2, and POST1) that share a predominantly N‐S strike‐slip mechanism with high dip
angles and (2) the eastern counterpart (POST2) that are more NE‐SW striking while exhibiting slightly lower
dip angles. Together, these mechanisms are consistent with the reported ﬂower fault structures around the
HF well and indicate no apparent temporal variations before and after the mainshock. The NE‐SW fast
splitting direction is a result of the superposition of faults and hydraulic fractures anisotropy. The 60–70%
reduction in the strength of anisotropy is observed after the mainshock, suggesting that the fault ruptured
during the mainshock may have disrupted/closed the NE‐SW‐aligned ﬂuid‐ﬁlled fractures. Loss of ﬂuid
from hydraulic fractures into the fault damage zone can be viewed as a means to return the seismic
anisotropy to a less disturbed state at the early stage of HF. Seismic anisotropy lends new insights on how
HF impacts the surrounding subsurface structure. Its sensitivities to the stress ﬁeld and ﬂuids enable a timely
evaluation of the state and development of faults and fractures networks, which will be critical for monitoring and mitigating induced earthquakes.
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